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PRESSURE I)ISTRIBUTION OVER A SYMMETRICAL AIRFOIL SECTION WITE
TRAILING EDGE FLAP

BY EASTW N. JACOBSANDROBERTM. PINKERTON

SUMMARY

Meaeurem+vds were made in the Varidle Dem”~
Wind Tunnel of the National Adtiory Committeefor
Aeronaut& to determinethe distribution of prewuxe owr
one section of an R A. F. W (symmetrical) airfoil with
trailing &ejlaps. In order to study the e$ect oj scale,
measurementswere made with air densities of approxi-
mately i and 90 atmospheres.

Isometric diagrams of pressure distribution are gicen
to show the e&t of chunge in incidence, $ap displace-
ment, and scule upon the distribution. Plots of normal
force coejicient versus angle of attackfor different jlap

is deeirabIe to reduce the more generaJprcbkm, first to
one of determiningg the effect of a flap on the air forces
ading at one 5ection of a simpIe symmetrical airfoil.
This report deaIs with an experimental investigation of
this problem, the air forces being determined by meae-
uring direotly the pressures at points along one section
of an R. A. F. 30 airfoiI with flap.

This investigation is a part of a generaI investigation
of the distribution of pressure over airfoils in the
VariabIe Density Wind Ttmnel at the Langley Memo- -
rid Aeronautical Laboratory. The purpose of the
larger program ia to study scale effect, and this part in

.

displacements are gimn to ~hmcthe effect of a displaced
fiP. FiwEY, plots are giren of both the e~erimentai
and theoreticalchuracterieticcoej%ients cersusjlap angle,
in order to prow-dea comparison with the theory. It is
concluded thut for small $ap dieplacenwnts the agree-
mentfor the pitching and hinge moments is such that it
wvrants the use of the thwetical parameters. Hmoecer,
the agreementfor the lij’1is noi as good, particularly for
the smallerjlaps. In an appendix, an example is gicen
of the calculation of the load and moments on an airfoil
wiih hingedjap from these parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Since a lifting surface with a trailing edge flap forms
a part of the control systam of practictdly every air-
phine, a study of such a surface is of part.icuhr imp-
ortance. Some few tests have been made on airfoik
having trailing edge tips and among these is a force
test in the VariabIe Density ‘Wiid Tunnel on an
N. A. C. A-M6 airfoil. (Reference 4.) However, it

particular, to study the effect of a tlap. In keeping
with the tendency toward smaller flaps a 10 per cent
chord flap has been included and it wouId seem desira-
bIe that e~en smaIIer flaps be included in future
.mvedigatione.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

A diagrammatic sketch of the redesigned Variable
Density Wind Tunnel of the NationaI Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics and a description of the pres-
sure distribution apparatus are given in Reference 2.
A manusly operated muItipIe-tube aIcohol mano-
meter was used to measure the pressure on the wing
in the I-atmosphere tests, but for the 20-atmosphere
tests it was necessary to use an automatic photo-
reoorcling manomet~. A similar instrument ia de-
scribed in Reference 10.

The ordinates of the symmetrical R. A. F. 30 airfoiI
were taken from Reference 3 and are given in Figure 2.
The model, shown in Figure 1, had a 10-inch chord
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and 72-inch span, allo}tig it to extend across the
60-inch open test section and into the dead air space
on both sides. R was constructed of mahogany,
except for metal flaps. The entire 15 orifices were
located at one section in the center of the airfoil and
over one surface, as shown in Figure 2. Due to the
symmetry of the section it was only necessary to
record pressures on one surface, the pressures on the
other surface being obtained from a similar record
made with equal, but opposite, angles of attack and
flap displacement. (The angle of attack, a, is the
angle of attack of the forward part of the airfoiL)
For example, the pressure distribution over the sec-
tion with a flap angle, $ of +40° and an angle of
attack, a, of + 9° is found asfolIows: The upper surface
pressures are given by the test in which 8= 40° and
a= 9°, and the lower surface pressures by the test
in which ~= –40° and a= –9°.

Pr~sures were measured for 10 and 20 per cent
chord flaps with flap settings 0°, + 10°, + 20°, + 30°,

0 /0 20 30 40
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in neutral position. These diagrams were mechanically
integrated to obtain the coefficients of normal force,
pit.ahing moment about a point one-quarter of the
chord behind the leading edge, flap load, and hing~
moment, the coefficients being defined by the folIowing
expressions:

w

M

where F is the resultant pressure forca normal to tho
chord, M the corresponding moment about tlm quar-
ter-chord point, F’f the resultant pressure force on
the flap normal to the ohord of the flap, and ilfk the
corresponding moment about the flap hinge. Tho
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FIGCIU?2.—R,k F.30sections showing pressrue orIEce locatione for 10end 20 ~r cent chord fls~

+ 40”, and + 50”, positive flap angles indicating a
downward displacergent. The angle of attack, cc,
was varied in 3° intervals from –210 to + 21°for the
10 per cent chord flap and from – 28° 30’ to + 28°
30’ for the 20 per cent chord flap. The tests were
made with air pressuresin the tunnel of approximately
1 and 20 atmospheres, corresponding to Reynolds
Numbers of approximatdy 0.356X 108 and 6.70X 106.

RESULTS

The results of this investigation are given in the
form of diagrams and curva in Figures 3 to 23,
inclusive. The diagrams showing the distribution of
pressure were obtained by plotting the ratio p/~ the
local pressure p at each orifice, measured with respect
to the pressure in the dead air space about the jet,
divided by the dynamic pressureg, against the location
of the orifice aIong the chord.

It should be noted that in the construction of the
diagrams, the chord of the wing is taken the same in
all diagrams; namely, the chord of the wing with ffap

....

subscript j refers to the flap, the flap chord, Ct,bciug
measured from the hinge.

The system of plotting the pressures on the Jlap
introduces a small error in the vrdues of oiVPfind CM
but does not affect the values of CNFf and ch. Abetter
approximation would be to assume that the pressures
act normal to the broken Iine representing the moan
camber line of the section. The corrected coe5cients
of normal force and pitching moment would then be:

C~~ (cor.) = CN~–E (1 -COS 6) C~~,.

CM(cor.) = C~-FE (1 – cos O (.75 –E) CNrf.

Inasmuch as the theory is based on an assumption
whioh gives aocurate valuea only for small flap angles,
the above corrections have no bearing on the com-
parison between theory and experiment.

Isometric diagrams showing the distribution of
pressure under typical conditions are giwm in Fiiurcs
3 to 11. In -es 3 to 8 both the low and high
Reynolds Number data, for the airfoil with 20 per
cent chord flap, have been plotted together. In
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Figures 9 to 11 comespon&g low Reynolds Num-
ber data, for the airfoiI with 10 per cent chord flap,
are plotted, the high Reynokls N’umber data being
omit ted, since as a res.uh of dMcuIties with the
equipment, they were not considered sufficiently reli-
able to present.

The integrated data me presented in Figures 12 to
23 in which the integrated coefficients are plotted
against angle of attack. In addition to these and
more pertinent to this investigation the coficients

duced by pressure pukations of +10 per cent of the
dynamic pressure, and the manometer ceUs were sub-
ject to errors in their respective calibrations. Further
recent studies of the effect of temperature on the
calibrations of the manometer cds hare shown that
errors in the individual pressures as high as 10 per
cent may have been introduced in this way. A part
of the dhTerence between the high arid the low scale
results of these tests may, therefore, be due to inac-

t.curacies of measurement
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d JIOMRd forcej pitching moment}~d @meMOMent
are plot ted against flap displacement in Figures 25
to 32. These figures were obtained by cross-fairing
the original plots.

In comparing the curves for scaIe effect it must be
remembered that the high scale tests were less accur-
ate than the low scaIe tests for se-reral reasons. The
model mounting lacked sufficient rigidity to main-
tain accurately its angle calibration when subjected to
the large forces encountered during a high scale run.
The width of the lines on the photomanometer rec-
ords was of the order of that which would be pro-

DISCUSSION’

Distribution of pressure:
The change in the distribution of pressure over the

R&F. 30 airfoil, resulting from an increase in dy-
ntic scale or Reynolds hTumber can be observed in
F~ures 3 to 8. In accordance with previous obser-
~ations, the effect is conbed largely to the distribu-
tion in the region of the burble. The burble is very
definitely delayed by an increase in scale, and the
negative pressures attained in the high-scale tests
exceed the negative pressures attained in the low-scale
tests. Figure 7 shows the distribution in the region of
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a

FIGURE 12.—h’mndformooaflicfent mirans angle of attack
for dlflerent flap angles; 10per cant c flnp. R8ynoIds Nnm-
bwo.3Mx]at
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~GuEE S3.-Nmmal force coefficient wrwrs an~e of attack for dlflerent
flap angle$ 20per ee.nt e flap. ReynoIda Numhar OW3X1OI

Fmun~ M-h’ormal force coafllcient vwana angle ofattack for clifferent flap andes;

!241Percent c tlap. Rayrrolda Number 6.7OX1OS
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FiG~E 15.—PItchfng moment coeJRc!ent wrsus angle of attackfor
different ftap mglea; 10per cent c tip. FtepnoldaNum?wr O.356X10$
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FIGW 19.-Fkp load eoemckt wrsns angb of attack fcr dLffemnt &p angles:
!Zlpercent c flaw Reynolds N-umbar 0.M6XIO~

a
F!GCEB 2J.-Flaphad tident mssns angle of attack for differentflap angfes;
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FIGCBE ‘23.-Elnge moment eoedlcient VKSU8 angle 01 atteck for dttlerent hp
angk;Xlpa cmt.c(lap. ReynoMa Nurohr 6.70X10~

FIGUBX 26.-NcmneI [urea eWMent wmua flep angle ●t dlffwent
ang!e9of attack; 10per cent c flap. Reyoolds N’umber 0.3MXIOt
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the burble through the entire range of flap displace-
ments for the airfoil with 20 per cent chord ffap.

When the forward part of the airfoil is maintained
at a cohstant angle of attack and the flap is displaced,
a series of prwsure distribution diagrams showing the
effect of displacing the flap is obtained. Such diagrams
are given for ftnglw of attack corresponding approxi-

CO-I’M’EE FOR AERONAUTICS

cader. If the flap is displaced downvwmi, the camber
becomes larger and the airfoil would be expected to
have a larger negative angle of zero Iift and a higher
maximum lift. The lift.curve below the burble region,
however, would be expected to remain a straigh~ line
having approxinlately the same slope. Referring to
F~res 12 to 14, it is seen that the effect of displacing

o

?4

-.8

-40° –20° 0° w“ 40”
6

FmcaI 30.-Hioge moment -dent vemm tip angia at dffferent
rdlum of Cw 10 w rant e a8P.

mately to zero lift, masimum lift, and to lifts well
beyond the stall in Figures 6 to 11. As the flap is
displaced from the neutral position, while the angle
of the forward part of the airfoil is maintained un.
changed, a secondary burbli~~ condition may be ob-
served at the hinge in some of the diagrams. For in-
stance, in Figures 6 to 8, pmticularly at 6= – 20°, there

.8
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-40° –w* g 20” 40”

FIGUREtlI.-Hfnga moment coefficient versus tlap angle at dfffewnt
V8fUW Of fh; Xl w cant C fiaP. Reynolds Number O.8MX1O1

is, on the lower surface at the hinge, a noticeable nega-
tive pressure peak. These peaks, which are more pro-
nounced at the higher Reynolds Number, disappear as
the flap angle 8 is increased, indicating burbling of the
flow over, the flap at angles greater than 200.
The effect of a flap:

An airfoil having its trailing edge flap displaced
becomes, in effect, a new airfoil having a different

J
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Reynolds Nomber OMLIXIO~

the flap through small angles may be predicted in this
way, but for larger ffap angles there probably is a
local .lmrb&m condition over the fhip which causes
the flap effect to become more complicated. For
instance, as previously pointed out while considering
the pressuredistribution diagrams, there is apparently
a change in flow over the 20 per cent chord iiap whch

-40 “ “20° 0“ m“ 40”
&

FIGUBE 32.—Hinsa moment coefdclent rersos Eap angIe at dlEeren[
valuea of CMZ 21 per cent c IMP. ReynoIds Number O.7OX1O~

it is displaced upward to angles between 20° and 30°,
At the-higher ReynoIds Nurhber (fig, 14) the masimum
normal force coefficient is higher at the Iarger negative
flap angle and the normal force coe5cienL curve has
an abnormally high slope. At higher negative flap
angles the normal force curve slope remains high, but
the masirnurn normal force falls off again. A simiIar
effect, but occurring at smaller negative flap anglea

—

—
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may be observed in the diagrams for the airfoil with
10 per cent chord ffap.

Theory does not enabIe the prediction of the maxi-
mum Iift coef%oient of an airfoiI with a flap, but if
may be concluded from Figures 12 to 14 that displacing
the flap downward to angles as huge as 50° wilI produce
a progressive increase in the maximum lift coeffioientj
and that the airfoil wilI burbIe at the same or a
dightly lower angle of attack as the flap is dispIaced
downward. The effect of increasing the scale is to
increase the masimum nornd force coefficient for all
down-flap settings, the burble angIe being approzi-
mateIy 3° higher at the high scale, but the change in
maximum normaI force odicient as a result of dis-
placing the flap is not as great at the larger ReynoMs
Numbers. In other words, the increase in maximum
normal force coefficient with swde is greater for the
smalI flap displacements. VaIues of mmsimum normaI
force ooeflicient for difEerent flap angles are given in
the table below.

TABLE I

%

:~

1
-.-—-—-

~~-’’”~”~”~”’w’w ‘%; : ‘$ %?’ %%wfl

Before proceeding with the comparison of theory
and experiment, it is nec~g to consider the effect
of aspect ratio and. determine some means of taking
this -mriabIe into account. Assuming that a change
in the aspect ratio does not aIter the angle of zero Iift
or the distribution of air forces o-mr the airfoil at a
particular value of the lift, expressions are derived
containhg psrametm which are independent of the
aspect ratio.

The shift of the angle of zero lift with flap displace-
ment hes been found theoretically by applying Mink’s
integrals to the broken line representing the mean
camber line of the deformed section @eferencea 4
and 5.) The theory indicates that this shift is p-
portional to the mguktr &spIacement of the flap
for the small angles and may be represented as a
fraction, k, of the flap displacement an#e. For in-
stance, if k = 0.5, displacing the flap 10° will produce the
same change in the Iift as displacing the whoIe un-
deformed airfoiI through an angle of 5°. The angIe of
attack measured from the angle of zero Iift, for a
symmetrical airfoiI with a flap dispIaced through the
angle 5, is, therefore, (a+ 75). Hence

C.=a(cl+ka) (1)

where a is the sIope of the Iift curve corresponding to
any particular aspect ratio under consideration and k
is independent of aspect ratio. Mud% integrals when
appIied to the broken Iine representhg the median line
of the section, give

~=cos-1(1–W)+2@l-m
x

where IZ is the ratio of the flap chord ta

601
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(2) – ‘-

the tdaI
ohorcL This expression gives the same result as that
given by Glauert (Reference 6). For convenience, the
values of k, as calculated&m the above expression, are
pIott=edagainst E in Figure 24.

Neglecting slight differences between the lift coeffi-
cient and the normal force coet%cient, which for the
conditions under consideration would not amount to
more than about pIus or minus 2 per cent, the
experimental and theoretical values of k may be
compared by referring to the curves of “normaI force
coeflkient versus flap &gIe, ~, for oonstant anfgks of
attack, cc Equation (1) indicates that theoretically
tke curves are straight lines having a slope of a k.

The m.lue of “a” for this comparison has been
obtained from the experimental curves. Taking a
due for a of 0.075 per degree (4.30 per radian) as a
mean sIope of the normal force coficient curves, lines
representing the theoretical curves ha~e been drawn,
together with the expmimentaI curves in F- 25
and 26. A comparison of the sIopes of the lines in
Figure 25 shows that for a 10 per cent chord flap ordy
about 50 per cent of the theoretical effect of the flap
on the normal force cmfEicientis attained. Increasing
the flap size to 20 per cent of the chord (fig. 26) pro-
duces an increase in effectiveness as compared with the
theoretic particularly for smalI flap displacements.
At the lower ReynoIds Number when the 20 per cent
&ord flap is displaced 10°, about 80 per cent of the full
theoretiwd effect ikreached. FW 26 shows that the
high scale resulk do not agree as well with the theory.
This might be expectad, since previous -workhas shown .
that smaII irregularities such as hinges and hinge fair-
ings produce a much Iarger disturbance at high scale
than at Iow.

Further evidence of increased effectiveness of larger
flaps as compared with the theory is found in Reference
9. The lift -was measured on a symmetrical section
-witha 30 per cent chord flap, hinged in a manner aimi-
Iar to the flaps in this investigation. For flap displace-
menta of 200 and less, about 98 per cent of the thtiret-
ical e.tlectwas attained.

The pitching characteristics and center of pressure
mo-nwnent are best studied by a consideration of the
pitching moment taken about a point onequarter of
the chord behind the Ieading edge. The reason for
taking the moment about this point is apparent from
Munk’s theory, which statea that the moment about
the onequarter chord point is independent of the a.rgle
of attack and varies directIy with the flap angIe.
Therefore, we may write

where the proportionality factor m is independent of
aspect ratio and may be found theoretically from
Munk’s integrals @eferencea 4 and 5), or by Glauert’s
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method (Reference 6).
tiaIIy the same result.
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Both methods give substan-

-m~ (4)

where aa is the slope of the lift curve for he airfoil of
infinite aspect ratio. Experiment igdicates (Refer-
ence 8) that for commonly used airfoik the value of
a, is approximately 5.6 instead of 2r, as the theory
shows. Using 5.6 as the vaIue of a,, values of m have
been calculated for di.tTerentvalues of E’ and plotted
againat E in Figure 24 for convenient reference. The
theoretical straight lines with slope, - m, are drawn
together with the experimental points in Figurw 27 to
29. A study of these figures shows that for small flap
displacements (- 10° to + 10°) the actual &d the
theory agree CIOS~Y. lt might be added that this
range covers most of the working range of control
surfaces.

The torsional stresses at the hinge due ta the air
forces on the flap are of importance in the design of
controI surfaces. The hinge moment is best studied
by a consideration of “its reIation to flap diapIacement
and the lift. H. Glauert, in Reference 6, has theo-
retically derived an expression for the hinge moment
coefficient (oh), which is of the form

oh= hJ7L– M (5)

It is placed in this form because the parametws ho aid
h are independent of aspect ratio. In brief, Glauert’s
method consists in assuming Rdistribution of vorticity
of the form

Mx=cnA,(l +COS 0) ++. SiTl ?’M Sill 0@9 (6)

where the first term gives the vorticity for a straight
line airfoil and the coefficients of the sine series are
dependent on the shape of the airfoil. By means of
the process used in the above reference and not~~
the use of dynamic pressure, % PW, in pIace of. the
British usage, p~, the expressions for the parameters
h. and h are found to be

“’-w-E)’-@
-(:-w-of-)]

‘“’*:-cos-’*”
(7)

-~E(l-E)] (8)

For ready reference, values of these parameters are
pIotted against E in Figure 24. The parameter h is
the most interesting because it is the proportionality
factor determining the variation in hinge moment with

.—. - —
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flap displacement. It will be noted that for vahmaof
C~plotted against 6 at different lifts, the parameter h
is a measure of slope, hence straight lines having slopes
equal to h and representing the theoretical relation-
sbip for lifts corresponding to CL= O, and CL=.6 are
drawn together with the ~xperimental points in Fig-
ures 30 to 32.

A study of the abo~e tigurm shows that tlm para-
meter h affords a means of theoretically calculating
the effect of flap displacement upon hinge moment
coefficient which leads to results which agree closely
with the actual. The parameter h,, however, does not
show such good agreement, due probably w a lack of
prectilon in the measurement of the small forces
encountered. The percentage error in IL, appcm
high because the theoretical values of ho are very
small. In other words, for flaps of small chord the
M.nga moment depends ahnost entirely on the flap
displacement, being only slightly affected by the lift
or attitude of the a,hfoil as a whole.

In order that these equations for the coefficients mny
be applied to airfoiIs not having symmetrical profilesj m
it is necessary to add a corrective constant to theright-
hand &de of Equations 1, 3, and 5. They w-ill then
take the form

C.=a(a–a@+k6) (9)

CM =–m8i-CMo (10)

Ck = h. C.-ha+ Che (11]

The d’ditional constants a., CM,, and Ch can bo
easily determined for any airioil. ae is the angle of
zero lift of the undeformed section. CM,is the pitch-
ing moment coefficient for the undeformed section and
Cfi,is the hinge moment coefficient for the undeformed
section at zero lift.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Downward displacement of a 10 or 20 per cent
chord flap, on a R. A. F. 30 airfoil, to angles as large
as 400 produces a progressive increase in the maximum
normal force coefficient.

Z. & Reynolds Numbers corresponding approxi-
matdy to full scaIe for airplane wings the ma.sinmm
normal force coefficient is higher @an low--scalemodel
tests would indicate for all downward flap displace-
ments, but at the higher scale, displacing the flap does
not produce as great a change in the maximum normal
form qO&cient.

3. The pitching moments and hinge moments ob.
tained from these tests agree very well with the
theoretical remdtefor small flap displacements, regard-
less of the size of the flap.

4. For flaps 20 per cent of the chord or smaller the
theory does not give a good measure of the actual flap
effect on the lift. This is particularly true with the
type of hinge used and at the higher values of the
ReynoW Number.

—
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5. The effect of flaps shouId be further investigated
at Iarge vahma of the Reymolds Number to find the
effect of Merent types of hinges and fsiringg at the
binge, incMing also slots between the airfoiI and the
flap.

LANGLEY IklEMOBIAL AERONAUTICAL LABOEA-

TOItY,

NATIONAL &mSORY COMMITTEE FOE AERo-
NAUTIC&,

LANGLEY FIELD,VA., April 2, 19S0.
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COMPUTATION OF WING LOAD CHARACTERISTICS BY
MEANS OF THEORETICAL PARAMETERS FOB A
Vt’ING W’ITH HINGED FLAP

In order to ilhstrate the use of the theoretkxd
method, it has been felt desirable to give a numericaI
a~ampIe using the theoretical parameters as a basis
for monoplane wing load calculations. The lift, pitch-
ing moment (about the onequarter chord point), and
the hinge moment are computed for a symmetrical
rectangular monophme *W baring a traihng edge
flap. The dimensions of the wing and the conditions
of flight me given below.

span ------------------------
Chord-------------------------------
&p choti ---------------------------

TMckn&---------------------------
Incidence (a) ---------------------—-

Flap angle (&)------------------------
J’elocity--------------------------—-

CaIcuIation of the coefficients:

53 feet.
7 feet.
1.4 feet (20 per cent

chord).
12 per cent chord.
6°.
10” (.1745 radian).
100 m. p. h.

The coefficients are computed by means of Equations
9, 10, and 11. The VSIUSSof the 4 parameters (k, m,
h., and h) are read from the curves in F~e 24, and
since the section is symmetrical} the constants ao,
Cu., and Cho are ZW.O.The slope of the Iift curve,

a, is dependent upon aspect ratio and maybe calculated
by the method of Reference S.

ae
a= =.074 per degree (12)

1+% (1+ T)57.3

d.=~(dh).

From F~ge 24 the due of k is found to be 0.549, but
e.~riment has shown this to be too high. Hence, the
value used is computed from the high Wale curves in
Finme 26, the slope of the curves being equaI to a k.

a k= .023 per degree

C!.= .074(5 + .307X 10)

= .598 .
&=-nu5

= – .660x.1745
= –.098

From this value of the moment coefficient the center of
pressure may be found approximately by dividing by
0...

– .09s.
.59s

=–.164

This represents the distance of the center of pressure
measured as a fraction of the chord from the quarter-
ohord point.. The negati~e sign indicates that it is
behind this pOiIlt.

= – .080X.59S– .650X :1745
= – .161 .

Calculation of the loads:
The totaI Ioads are computed from the foLlowing

equations in which 1?is the area, c is the chord, and ~
the dynamic pressure.

%x .00238X
100 X 52S0 zq=;p~”z= 1

( 3600 )

=25.6 pounds per square foot.
L=c. qs
=.59SX25.6X350
=5360 pOUldS.

M=c. qcs
=–.O9SX25.6X7X35O
= – 6150pound-feet.

~~=ch ~ Cf Sf
= –.161X25.6X1.4X70
= –404 pound-feet.
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